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We introduce two classes Sm and Sm, of symbols with Sm ; Sm. We define0 0
pseudo-differential operators associated with symbols belonging to these classes.
We prove that a pseudo-differential operator associated with a symbol in Sm is a0
continuous linear mapping from some subspace of the Schwartz space into itself.
Next we consider symbols in Sm and we give an integral representation of the
pseudo-differential operators associated with these symbols. Finally, using the dual
convolution associated with Jacobi functions, we show that these pseudo-differen-
tial operators satisfy a certain L1-norm inequality. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
For a G y1r2 and b g R, the Jacobi differential operator D isa , b
 .defined on 0, q` by
1 d d
D s A t , 0.1 .  .a , b a , bA t dt dt .a , b
 . 2 r  .2 aq1 .2 bq1where A t s 2 sh t ch t , r s a q b q 1.a , b
a , b . .The Jacobi function t ª w t is the unique solution of the differen-l
tial equation
¡ a , b . 2 2 a , b .D w t s y l q r w t , .  . .a , b l l~ 0.2 .d
a , b . a , b .w 0 s 1, w 0 s 0. .  .¢ l ldt
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1 1 1 .  .For a G b G y , a , b / y , y , Harmonic Analysis associated2 2 2
with D has been studied and sufficiently developed since the seventiesa , b
 w x.by M. Flensted-Jensen and T. H. Koornwinder see 3]5 . Especially, we
have at our disposal the Fourier]Jacobi transform and its inverse, general-
r  .  .y2 r r r  .4   .ized Schwartz spaces S# R s ch t S# R , 0 - r F 2 S# R de-
.notes the usual Schwartz space formed with the even functions ,
Paley]Wiener type theorems, convolution, and dual convolution structure
 .with respect to the dual variable l .
It is natural to exploit previous research and results for defining and
studying pseudo-differential operators associated with the Jacobi differen-
tial operator and developing a related theory which may contain the Jacobi
differential operator as a special case. This is the aim of this paper.
In this work, we define two classes of symbols Sm and Sm with0
Sm ; Sm. For p g Sm, we introduce associated pseudo-differential opera-0 0
tors h . We establish that h is a continuous linear mapping from thep p
r  . mgeneralized Schwartz space S# R into itself. For p g S , we give an
integral representation for the operator h . Finally, we introduce Sobolevp
type spaces and we prove a certain L1-norm inequality which is obtained
with the help of the dual convolution structure.
We notice that the pseudo-differential operators associated with the
w xBessel operator have been studied in 6 .
1. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
JACOBI DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
In the following we recall the main results of Harmonic Analysis
wassociated with the Jacobi differential operator; for more details see 1,
x3]5, 7 .
1.1. The Jacobi Functions
1 a , b . .For a G y , b g R, l g C, t G 0, the Jacobi function w t isl2
defined by
1 1
a , b . 2w t s F r q il , r y il ; a q 1; ysh t , 1.1 .  .  .  .l 2 1  /2 2
where r s a q b q 1 and F is the Gauss hypergeometric function. The2 1
a , b . .function t ª w t is the unique solution of the differential equationl
1 1 1 .  .  .0.2 . Henceforth we assume that a G b G y , and a , b / y , y .2 2 2
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a , b . .  w x.We have the following properties of the function w t see 3, 4 :l
 . < <i For t G 0, l g C with Im l F r ;
a , b .w t F 1. 1.2 .  .l
 .ii For all n g N, there exists k ) 0 such that for all l g C andn
t G 0,
nd na , b .  <Im l <yr . t< <w t F k 1 q t 1 q l e . 1.3 .  .  .  .l nndt
 .iii There exists k ) 0 such that for all l g C, t G 0, and n g N
nd nq1a , b .  <Im l <yr . tw t F k 1 q t e . 1.4 .  .  .lndl
a , b . .For Im l G 0, there exists a unique function F t satisfyingl
D Fa , b . t s y l2 q r 2 Fa , b . t , .  . .a , b l l
1.5 .
a , b .  ilyr . t F t s e 1 q o 1 as t ª `. .  . .l
a , b . .The function F t is given byl
1ilyra , b . t ytF t s e y e F ya q b q 1 y il , .  .  .l 2 1  2
1
y2a q b q 1 y il ; 1 y il; ysh t . . /2
a , b .a , b .x w  .It is analytic for t g 0, q` and satisfies F t s F t . Also, we .l yl
recall that for all a ) 0, « ) 0, and n g Zq, there exists K ) 0 such thatn
< < w wfor all l s j q ih with h G y« j and all t g a, q`
Fa , b . t s e ilyr . t 1 q ey2 tQ l, t 1.6 .  .  . .l
and
nd
Q l, t F K . 1.7 .  .nndt
 .There exists c l such thata , b
w a , b . t s c l Fa , b . t q c yl Fa , b . t . 1.8 .  .  .  .  .  .l a , b l a , b yl
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 .The function c l is given bya , b
2 ryilG il G a q 1 .  .
c l s . 1.9 .  .a , b G a q b q 1 q il r2 G a y b q 1 q il r2 .  . .  .
Moreover we know that for any « ) 0 there exists K ) 0 such that for all
< <l s j q ih with h G y« j , we have
y1 aq1r2< <c yl F K 1 q l . 1.10 .  .  .a , b
From the definition of c , we deduce that for all k g N, there exists aa , b
constant M such that for all j g R and h ) 0k
k aq1r2qk­ y1 2 2< < < <’c yj y ih F M 1 q j q h . 1.11 .  . /  /a , b kk­j
Notations. We denote by
y1r2 2 aq1 2 bq12 rdm t s 2p 2 sh t ch t dt. 1.12 .  .  .  .  .a , b
y2y1r2dn l s 2p c l dl, 1.13 .  .  .  .a , b a , b
 .  .where c l is given by the relation 1.9 .a , b
pw w .}L 0, q` , dm , p G 1, the space of measurable functions f ona , b
w w0, q` , such that
q` pp5 5f s f t dm t - q`. .  .p , m H a , b
0
pw w .}L 0, q` , dn , p G 1, the space of measurable functions h ona , b
w w0, q` , such that
q` pp5 5h s h l dn l - q`. .  .p , n H a , b
0
1.2. The Generalized Schwartz Spaces
 w x.We introduce the following functions spaces see 3, pp. 146]147 .
 . `}S# R , the space of even C -functions on R, rapidly decreasing,
equipped with the usual Schwartz-topology.
r  .  .y2 r r r  .4}S# R s ch t S# R , 0 - r F 2; this space shall be
 .equipped with the topology given by S# R , that is, the topology defined
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by the semi-norms
k­n2 rrrN f s sup ch t 1 q t f t . 1.14 .  .  .  .  .n , k k­ ttG0
r  .Clearly S# R is invariant under D and we notice that the semi-normsa , b
defined by
n2 rrr mQ f s sup ch t 1 q t D f t 1.15 .  .  .  .  .n , m a , b
tG0
r  .are continuous on S# R .
 < <  . 4}D s l g CrIm l F 2rr y 1 r .r
}H#r the space of even holomorphic functions c in the interior of
D , C` in D and rapidly decreasing, that is,r r
md
n;m , n g N, P c s sup 1 q l c l - q`. 1.16 .  .  .  .n , m mdllgDr
2  . r  . rw w .Notice that H# s S# R , S# R ; L 0, q` , dm and if r F s thena , b
H#r : H#s .
Give H#r the topology defined by the semi-norms P which can equiva-n, m
lently be defined by the semi-norms
nd m0 2 2P c s sup l q r c l . 1.17 .  .  . . .n , m n 5dllgDr
We note that all these spaces are Frechet spaces.Â
1.3. The Fourier]Jacobi Transform and Its In¨erse
 .DEFINITION 1.1. i The Fourier]Jacobi transform F of f ga , b
1w w .L 0, q` , dm is defined bya , b
`
a , b .F f l s f t w t dm t . 1.18 .  .  .  .  .  .Ha , b l a , b
0
 . y1 1w wii The inverse Fourier]Jacobi transform F of h g L 0, q` ,a , b
.dn is defined bya , b
`
y1 a , b .F h t s h l w t dn l . 1.19 .  .  .  .  .  .Ha , b l a , b
0
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THEOREM 1.1. The Fourier]Jacobi transform F is an isomorphisma , b
r  . r  w x .from S# R onto H#. See 3, p. 146 .
r  .Remark. It is clear that for all f in S# R , we have
F D f s y l2 q r 2 F f . 1.20 .  .  . . .a , b a , b a , b
1.4. The Con¨olution Structure
a , b . .For all l g C, the Jacobi function t ª w t satisfies the productl
formula
`
a , b . a , b . a , b .; t , s ) 0, w t w s s w r W t , s, r dm r , .  .  .  .  .Hl l l a , b a , b
0
1.21 .
 .where W t, s, ? is a nonnegative function compactly supported anda , b
such that
`
W t , s, r dm r s 1. 1.22 .  .  .H a , b a , b
0
 . w < < xThe expression of the kernel W t, s, r is given by: for r f t y s , t q s ,a , b
 . < <W t, s, r s 0, and for t y s - r - t q sa , b
23r2.y2 r G a q 1 . y2 aW t , s, r s sh t sh s sh r .  .  .  . .a , b G a y b G b q 1r2 .  .
p 2 2 2
= 1 y ch t y ch s y ch r .  .  . .  .  .H
0
ayby1 2 bq2 ch t ch s ch r cos u sin u du . .  .  .  ..q
 .  .  w x.Here x s x for x ) 0 and x s 0 for x F 0 see 4, p. 256 .q q
 .The formula 1.21 allows us to define the generalized translation
operator T , t G 0 byt
`
; t , s ) 0, T f s s f z W t , s, z dm z . .  .  .  .Ht a , b a , b
0
; t G 0, T f 0 s f t 1.23 .  .  .t
and the convolution associated with D of two functions f and g ina , b
 .D# R by the relation
`
f ) g t s T f s g s dm s . 1.24 .  .  .  .  .H t a , b
0
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r  .It is clear that S# R is invariant under T , t G 0, and we have fort
r  .u g S# R
F T u l s w a , b . t F u l . 1.25 .  .  .  .  .  .a , b t l a , b
 .Remark. It is well known that the formula 1.21 generates a hyper-
 w x.group structure on R see 2 , called the Jacobi hypergroup of non-com-q
w xpact type. Its dual is identified with K s R Ui 0, r .q
1.5. The Dual Con¨olution Structure
a , b . .For all t G 0, the Jacobi function l ª w t satisfies the duall
product formula
;l , l g R, t G 0,1 2
`
a , b . a , b . a , b .w t w t s w t a l , l , l dn l , 1.26 .  .  .  .  .  .Hl l l a , b 1 2 a , b1 2
0
 .where a l , l , l is a nonnegative function and n is the measurea , b 1 2 a , b
 .defined by the relation 1.13 .
M. Flensted-Jensen and T. H. Koornwinder have given some properties
 .of the kernel a l , l , l . In particular we havea , b 1 2
`
} a l , l , l dn l s 1; 1.27 .  .  .H a , b 1 2 a , b
0
3 < <} the function a is analytic on l , l , l g C rIm l .a , b 1 2 1
< < < <qIm l q Im l - r ;42
} for fixed l and l in R, l ª a l , l , l is an analytic .1 2 a , b 1 2
< < 4function on the strip l g CrIm l - r .
1w w .For f , g g L 0, ` , dn , the dual convolution product is given bya , b
` `
fag l s f l g l a l , l , l dn l dn l . .  .  .  .  .  .H H1 2 3 a , b 1 2 3 a , b 2 a , b 3
0 0
1.28 .
1w w . 1w w .It is clear that if f , g g L 0, ` , dn , then fag g L 0, ` , dn , anda , b a , b
5 5 5 5 5 5fag F f g . 1.29 .1, n 1, n 1, n
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w xRemark. N. Ben Salem has established in 1 a dual product formula
 . w x  4generalizing the formula 1.26 for l , l g S s R j i 0, s j ir , where1 2 q 0
 .s s min a q b q 1, a y b q 1 .0
2. PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATED
WITH Da , b
DEFINITION 2.1. Let m be real. The function p: R = C ª C is called a
symbol in the class Sm if it satisfies:0
 .  .i For fixed t in R, the function l ª p t, l is even, holomorphic
in the interior of D and C` in D .r r
 .  . `ii For fixed l in D , the function t ª p t, l is an even Cr
function on R.
 .iii For all k, n g N, there exists C ) 0, such that for all t G 0k , m , n
and l g Dr
k n­ ­ 1r2.myn.2 2< <p t , l F C l q r . 2.1 .  .k , m , nnk ­l­ t
DEFINITION 2.2. Let m be real. The function p: R = C ª C is called a
m  .  .symbol in the class S if it satisfies i , ii of Definition 2.1 and
 .iii For all k, l, n g N, there exists C ) 0, such that for allk , l, m , n
t G 0 and l g D ,r
k n­ ­l 2 rrr 1r2.myn.2 2< <1 q t ch t p t , l F C l q r . 2.2 .  .  .  .k , l , m , nnk ­l­ t
Remark. We notice that Sm ; Sm. It is clear that the symbol p defined0
 .  2 2 .m 2 mby p t, l s l q r is an element of S , m G 0, nevertheless it does0
not belong to S2 m.
From the definition of a generalized symbol, we deduce the following
result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p g Sm. Then for fixed l in D , the functionr
 . r  .t ª p t, l belongs to S# R .
DEFINITION 2.3. Let p g Sm. The pseudo-differential operator associ-0
r  .ated with the symbol p is defined on S# R by
;u g S#r R , ; t G 0, .
`
a , b .h u t s p t , l F u l w t dn l . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b l a , b
0
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 .  .  .Remarks. i In view of formula 1.25 , we can write the formula 2.3 in
form
`
r;u g S# R , ; t G 0, h u t s p t , l F T u l dn l , .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b t a , b
0
2.4 .
 .where T is given by the formula 1.23 .t
 . m  .  .ii If p g S , having the form p t, l s q l , then clearly we have0
y1h u s F qF u . .  .p a , b a , b
 .  2 2 .In particular if p t, l s y l q r , we recover h s D .p a , b
 .  .iii More generally if p t, l possesses a finite power series expan-
 2 2 .sion in y l q r with variable coefficients depending only on t, that is,
N
kk 2 2p t , l s p t y1 l q r , 2.5 .  .  .  . . k
ks0
 .then using formula 1.20 , it can be shown that
N
kh u t s p t D u t 2.6 .  .  .  .  .p k a , b
ks0
 .so that the pseudo-differential operator associated with the symbol 2.5 is
a finite order differential operator involving D .a , b
THEOREM 2.1. Let p g Sm. Then the pseudo-differential operator h0 p
r  .associated with p is a linear continuous mapping from S# R into itself.
r  .Proof. Let u g S# R . We have for all t G 0
`
a , b .h u t s p t , l F u l w t dn l .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b l a , b
0
`y1r2 a , b .s 2p p t , l F u l w t .  .  .  .  .H a , b l
0
y2
= c l dl. .a , b
 .From the relation 1.8 , we obtain
`y1r2 a , b .h u t s 2p p t , l F u l F t .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b l
y`
y1
= c yl dl, . .a , b
a , b .  .where F is given in 1.5 .l
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 .By Cauchy's theorem, we find for h s 2rr y 1 r and for all t ) 0,
`y1r2 a , b .h u t s 2p p t , j q ih F u j q ih F t .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b jqih
y`
y1
= c yj y ih dj . . .a , b
 . .We are interested in the behaviour of h u t as t ª q`, so we canp
 .assume that t G a ) 0. Using formula 1.6 , we get
`y1r2h u t s 2p p t , j q ih F u j q ih .  .  .  .  .  .Hp a , b
y`
y1  ijyhyr . t y2 t= c yj y ih e 1 q e Q j q ih , t dj .  . . .a , b
`y1r2 y2r r .r ts 2p e p t , j q ih F u j q ih .  .  .  .H a , b y`
y1 ij t= c yj y ih e dj . .a , b
`
y2 tqe p t , j q ih F u j q ih .  .  .H a , b
y`
y1 ij t= c yj y ih Q j q ih , t e dj .  . .a , b /
y1r2 y2r r .r t y2 ts 2p e g t q e g t . 2.7 .  .  .  . .1 2
Now we have
;k g N,
`kkt g t s yi p t , j q ih F u j q ih .  .  .  .  .H1 a , b
y`
­ ky1 ij t= c yj y ih e dj . . .a , b k­j
 .Using integrations by parts, from the formula 1.11 and the definition of
the symbol p, we can show that g is rapidly decreasing.1
In the same way we can see that all the derivatives of g are rapidly1
 .decreasing, consequently g g S# R .1
 . `On the other hand using formula 1.7 , we can see that g is C on R2
y2 t  .  . r  .and consequently e g g S# R . Hence h u g S# R .2 p
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 .Let us show the continuity of h . By virtue of formula 2.7 , we have forp
t G a ) 0, and for all k g N, n g N,
n­ .k 2rr r1 q t ch t h u t .  .  .  .pn­ t
n n­ ­k k y2 tF 1 q t g t q 1 q t e g t . .  .  .  . .1 2n n­ t ­ t
But
n n ny j`­ ­n
g t s p t , j q ih F u j q ih .  .  .  . H1 a , bn nyj /j­ t ­ ty`js0
y1 j ij t= c yj y ih ij e dj . .  . .a , b
 .  .By using formulas 1.10 and 2.1 , we deduce the existence of a positive
constant C such thatn, r
n
`­ mr22 2g t F C j q ih q r F u j q ih .  .  .  .H1 n , r a , bn­ t y`
naq1r2< < < <= 1 q j q ih 1 q j dj . .  .
Let g be a constant such that
m < <m2 22 2j q ih q r F g j q ih q r .  .
aq1r2aq1r2 2 2< <1 q j q ih F g j q ih q r . . .
We have
n
`­ y2s < <g t F g C F D u j q ih 1 q j dj , .  .  . .H1 m , n , r a , b a , bn­ t y`
where s is a positive integer depending on m, n, and a . Consequently
n­
sg t F 2g C sup F D u l . .  . . .1 m , n , r a , b a , bn­ t lgDr
r  .Taking into account the continuity of D and F on S# R , wea , b a , b
deduce that there exist two nonnegative integers j and l and a positive0 0
constant A0 such thatm , n, p
n­
0g t F A N u . .  .1 m , n , r j , ln 0 0­ t
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In the same way we prove that there exists A1 ) 0 such thatm , n, r
n­
y2 t 1e g t F A N u . .  . .2 m , n , r j , ln 1 1­ t
Accordingly, there exist two positive integers j, l and a positive constant
A such thatm , n, r
n­ .k 2rr r1 q t ch t h u t F A N u . .  .  .  .  .p m , n , r jqk , ln­ t
w x  .  .For t g 0, a , using formulas 1.3 , 2.1 , and the Leibnitz formula, we
observe that for all n g N, there exists D ) 0, such that for allm , n
w xt g 0, a and l g R, we have
n­ 1r2.mqn.a , b . 2 2< <p t , l w t F D l q r , .  .l m , nn­ t
so that
n q`­  . .1r2 mqn2 2h u t F D l q r F u l dn l . .  .  .  .  . .Hp m , n a , b a , bn­ t 0
In the same way as above, there exist a positive constant D and twom , n, r
nonnegative integers j and l such that2 2
n­ .k 2rr r1 q t ch t h u t F D N u . .  .  .  .  .p m , n , r j , ln 2 2­ t
Hence we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION
In the following we shall give an integral representation for the pseudo-
differential operator h associated with a symbol p g Sm.p
 . mNotations. Let p t, l be a symbol in S . We denote
a , b  . a , b . .  .}U t s w t p t, ll l
a , b  .  a , b  .. .}P l , l s F U ? l , where l , l g R.1 2 a , b l 2 1 21
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LEMMA 3.1. For all l , l g R, we ha¨e1 2
q`
a , bP l , l s F p ?, l l a l , l , l dn l , 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .H1 2 a , b 1 a , b 1 2 a , b
0
 .  .where a l , l , l is defined by 1.26 .a , b 1 2
 .Proof. For l , l g R, from the relation 1.26 , we have1 2
P a , b l , l s F Ua , b ? l .  .  . .1 2 a , b l 21
q`
a , b . a , b .s p t , l w t w t dm t . .  .  .  .H 1 l l a , b1 2
0
 .Using the relation 1.26 , we find
q` q`
a , b a , b .P l , l s p t , l w t a l , l , l dn l .  .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 l a , b 1 2 a , b /0 0
= dm t . .a , b
Now by Fubini's theorem, we obtain
q` q`
a , b a , b .P l , l s p t , l w t dm t .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 l a , b /0 0
= a l , l , l dn l .  .a , b 1 2 a , b
q`
s F p ?, l l a l , l , l dn l . .  .  .  . .H a , b 1 a , b 1 2 a , b
0
 . mLEMMA 3.2. Let p t, l be a symbol in S . Then for all k g N, there
exists C ) 0 such that for l , l g R, we ha¨em , k 1 2
yk mr22 2 2 2i F p ?, l l F C l q r l q r . 3.2 .  .  .  . .  .  .a , b 1 2 m , k 2 1
yk mr2a , b 2 2 2 2ii P l , l F C l q r l q r . 3.3 .  .  . .  .1 2 m , k 2 1
 .Proof. i For all k g N, we have
kk 2 2y1 l q r F p ?, l l .  .  . . .2 a , b 1 2
s F Dk p ?, l l .  . .a , b a , b 1 2
q`  .2 2 rrr k a , b .s 1 q t ch t D p t , l w t .  .  .  .H a , b 1 l
0
y2 y2 rrr
= 1 q t ch t dm t . .  .  .a , b
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 . r  .Now we use the fact that t ª p t, l belongs to S# R . From the1
 .continuity of the semi-norms given in 1.15 and the definition of the
symbol p, we deduce that there exists a positive constant C such thatm , k
k mr22 2 2 2l q r F p ?, l l F C l q r . .  . . .  .2 a , b 1 2 m , k 1
Hence we obtain the result.
 .  .  .  .ii The inequality follows from i , 3.1 , and 1.27 .
 . mTHEOREM 3.1. Let p t, l be a symbol in S . Then the associated
pseudo-differential operator h can be represented asp
;u g S#r R , ; t G 0, .
q` q`
a , bh u t s P l , l F u l .  .  .  .  .H Hp 1 2 a , b 1
0 0
= w a , b . t dn l dn l . 3.4 .  .  .  .l a , b 1 a , b 22
Furthermore, we ha¨e
q`
a , bF h u l s P l , l F u l dn l . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  . . Ha , b p 2 1 2 a , b 1 a , b 1
0
Proof. We have
;u g S#r R , ; t G 0, .
q`
a , b .h u t s p t , l w t F u l dn l . .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hp 1 l a , b 1 a , b 11
0
a , b  . rBut we remark that the map l ª P l , l belongs to H#, so that2 1 2
from the inversion formula for the Fourier]Jacobi transform F given ina , b
 .1.19 , we can write
q`




a , bh u t s P l , l F u l dn l .  .  .  .  .  .H Hp 1 2 a , b 1 a , b 1 /0 0
= w a , b . t dn l . .  .l a , b 22
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Now by using Lemma 3.2, we have for k ) a q 1 and l , l g R,1 2
a , b a , b .P l , l F u l w t .  .  .  .1 2 a , b 1 l2
yk mr22 2 2 2F C l q r l q r F u l . .  . .  .m , k 2 1 a , b 1
 2 2 .m r2  . .  2 2 .ykSince the maps l ª l q r F u l and l ª l q r be-1 1 a , b 1 2 2
1w w .long to L 0, q` , dn , we deduce that the mapa , b
l , l ª P a , b l , l F u l .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 a , b 1
w w w wis integrable on 0, q` = 0, q` with respect to the measure n m n ,a , b a , b
 .so that by Fubini's theorem we obtain the first equality 3.4 . The second
 .equality 3.5 is obtained by the inversion formula for the Fourier]Jacobi
transform F .a , b
4. SOBOLEV TYPE SPACE AND AN L1-NORM
INEQUALITY
r  .In the following we shall define subspaces of S# R which are Sobolev
type spaces and using the dual convolution structure we shall prove a
certain L1-norm inequality.
 . r , s .DEFINITION 4.1 Sobolev Type Space . The space G# R , 0 - r F 2,
r  .s g R, is defined to be the subspace of all elements u g S# R , satisfying
sr22 2
r , s5 5u s l q r F u - q`. . .G# a , b 1, n
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a symbol in Sm and h the pseudo-differentialp
operator associated with p. Then there exists C ) 0 such that
r , m5 5h u F C u . . r , 0 G#p G#
Proof. From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have
q`
a , bF h u l s P l , l F u l dn l .  .  .  .  . . Ha , b p 2 1 2 a , b 1 a , b 1
0
q` q`
s F p ?, l l a l , l , l dn l .  .  .  . .H H a , b 1 a , b 1 2 a , b /0 0
=F u l dn l . .  .  .a , b 1 a , b 1
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Let n be an integer such that n ) a q 1. From Lemma 3.2, there exists0 0
C ) 0 such thatm , n0
q` q` yn mr202 2 2 2F h u l F C l q r l q r .  . .  .H Ha , b p 2 m , n 10 0 0
=F u l a l , l , l dn l dn l . .  .  .  .  .a , b 1 a , b 1 2 a , b a , b 1
We set
yn 02 2x l s l q r .  .
mr22 2c l s l q r F u l . .  .  . . a , b
1w w .It is clear that x and c belong to L 0, q` , dn . Further we havea , b
q` q` yn mr202 2 2 2xac l s l q r l q r F u l .  .  . .  .H H2 1 a , b 10 0
=a l , l , l dn l dn l , 4.1 .  .  .  .a , b 1 2 a , b a , b 1
 .where a denotes the dual convolution given by the relation 1.28 , so that
 .from the relation 4.1 , we deduce
;l g R, F h u l F C xac l . .  . .a , b p m , n0
 .Accordingly, by formula 1.29 , we have
5 5F h u F C xac . 1, na , b p m , n1, n 0
5 5 5 5F C x c .1, n 1, nm , n0
But
5 5 5 5 r , mc s u .1, n G#
Hence we deduce
r , m5 5h u F C u , . r , 0 G#p G#
5 5where C s C x .1, nm , n0
Consequence. The pseudo-differential operator h associated with thep
symbol p in Sm is a linear continuous mapping from G#r , m into G#r , 0.
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